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About ROXANNE

Progress Update

ROXANNE (Real time network, text, and speaker analytics for combating organized crime) is an EU

funded collaborative research and innovation project, aiming to unmask criminal networks and their

members as well as to reveal the true identity of perpetrators by combining the capabilities of

speech/language technologies and visual analysis with network analysis.

ROXANNEcollaborates with Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), industry and researchers to develop new

tools to speed up investigative processes and support LEA decision-making. The end-product will be an

advanced technical platform which uses new tools to uncover and track organized criminal networks,

underpinned by a strong legal framework.

The project consortium comprises 26 European organisations from 16 countries while 11 of them are

LEAsfrom 10 differentcountries.
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Objectives of ROXANNE
1. Develop aROXANNEanalytics platform enhancing investigation capabilities especially for large criminal cases.

2. Improve identification of persons of interest by developing a two-way interface between multimodal  

(speech/textand video processing) technologies and criminal network analysis.

3. Enhance criminal network analysis technology to significantly reduce network size and to aid  decision

making by police practitioners.

4. Develop a dashboard for visualisation of investigation output and integratewith existing tools.

5. Deploy and evaluate the ROXANNE platform on real criminal cases, help the LEAs adopt the technology in  

their dailywork.

6. Comply with EU and INTERPOL legal and ethical frameworks through internal expert analysis and external 

ethics and stakeholder boards.
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Disclaimer: This text and its contents reflectonly ROXANNE's view. The EU

is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

Visit the ROXANNEwebsite to learn moreabout this project,our ambitions,  

partnership, scope, events and other recent developments. You can also  

subscribe to our regularnewsletter and project updateson our website.
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